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Abstract

One of the more mature instances of a service-
oriented architecture is the model known as
Grid Computing. Computational Grids and
Data Grids are becoming commonplace in cer-
tain sectors, yet the style of security they im-
plement is suitable only for a fairly small sub-
set of possible user communities. Using some
case studies and experience, we describe the
existing Grid security models, explain why
they represent shortcomings for some appli-
cations, and describe some emerging architec-
tures, Trusted Computing and virtualisation,
which help address the problems.

1 Introduction

Since Foster [15] and others described and pop-
ularised the concept of a Grid, one of the cen-
tral challenges for this style of computing has
been finding the means to put in place effec-
tive security measures. As the style known as
‘Grid’ is an instance of a service-oriented ar-
chitecture, many of the issues which arise here
also have a wider application in modern dis-
tributed systems.

On one level, the objective of any Grid mid-
dleware is to present a collection of distributed
components as a single machine, so that dis-
parate users (and resources) gain a largely uni-
form view of the ‘system’. The result is ideally
much like a modern multi-disc, multi-processor
workstation, wherein the user and application

software need take no interest in which proces-
sor or which disc will contain or process their
data: the Grid is an operating system for a
vast distributed computer (see Figure 1).

It is little wonder, then, that the main issues
of security that have been addressed by Grid
architects to date have to do with achieving
authentication and authorization of users and
their programs — and, to a lesser extent, of the
systems on which they will execute or be stored
[4, 6, 49]. This is no small task: the actors
(users, processes, resources) in the Grid may
reside within different administrative domains,
and the usage patterns of the Grid entail sup-
porting rapidly-formed dynamic ’virtual orga-
nizations’. Moreover, many of the uses of Grids
entail non-interactive jobs, wherein some or all
of the user’s capability must be delegated to
some kind of software agent.

The challenges raised by this kind of security
have been quite thoroughly explored by a range
of current Grid technologies [7, 33, 36, 44, 47].
These appear to have addressed immediate se-
curity requirements of authorisation and au-
thentication: whether they have adequate us-
ability properties is a matter of more debate
and some issues are reviewed in Section 2.1.
That section also considers the strong secu-
rity requirements which arise when significant
pieces of access control functionality are con-
centrated in a single place.

Substantially different architectures arise in
the ‘high throughput’ computing models such
as BOINC [2] and Condor [42]. The lat-
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Figure 1: The Grid concept.

ter is well-suited to recruiting spare cycles on
desktop computers within an organization; the
former to ‘volunteer’ computing projects such
as SETI@home and climateprediction.net. In
these models, the compute nodes are substan-
tially simpler, and the consequent security re-
quirements are also different. We review one
such case study in Section 2.2.

Significant classes of application have simply
not embraced the Grid style of working at all:
even if ‘functionality’ proof-of-concept tools
have been produced, practical security con-
cerns have prevented their deployment. Send-
ing one’s software, or data, or experimental pa-
rameters outside one’s well-controlled security
domain is clearly not something to be under-
taken without suitable guarantees of integrity
and confidentiality: we explore this in Sec-
tion 3.

Section 4 draws some unifying themes and
technical challenges from these case studies,
and Section 5 provides an overview of Trusted
Computing and virtualisation — these emerg-
ing technologies may help to fill some of the
gaps in the existing pattern of Grid security
architectures, and Section 6 presents a selec-
tion of current proposals. There are some open

issues with trying to fully realise the synergy
of Grid, Trusted Computing and virtualisation
for security purposes: some thoughts to the
road ahead are given in Section 7. We end the
paper with some concluding remarks in Sec-
tion 8.

2 Case Studies

The two case studies in this section provide
details of security concerns that have been ad-
dressed during the development of Grid tech-
nology. The first is an overview of the Grid
Security Infrastructure (GSI) [17, 16, 49], a de
facto architecture that has been adopted by
many Grid implementations, which deals with
the requirements of authentication and autho-
risation. The second, climateprediction.net, re-
veals different security issues that relate to pro-
tecting hosts, and to the reliability of results.
Both studies reveal issues with Grid comput-
ing that we expand upon in Sections 3 and
4.
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2.1 Globus-based Grids

The Globus toolkit [12], currently in its fourth
version1, provides a Grid middleware imple-
mentation that is widely used in the scien-
tific community [14]. The security model for
Globus, and indeed many other Grid middle-
ware technologies, is based on the Grid Se-
curity Infrastructure (GSI), first proposed by
Foster et al. [17].

The goal of GSI is clear — to provide services
for Grid resource providers to enforce both lo-
cal and VO security policies using existing au-
thentication and authorisation protocols. This
authentication must be durable across multi-
ple hosts, in different security domains, and
for scalability, possibly require the identifica-
tion of users (possibly from different, unknown
domains).

These requirements and others have led to
the adoption of mutual authentication proto-
cols that employ X.509 identity certificates,
thus relying on a public-key infrastructure
(PKI), of which trust relationships are well un-
derstood [43]. If either principal participat-
ing in the mutual authentication protocol is
not satisfied then the transaction will not pro-
ceed. Here, satisfaction is the ability to verify
the chain of trust from the principal to the re-
spective roots of trust, i.e. certification author-
ity (CA), and trusting the CA used. As the
global collection of projects and organisations
implementing Grid solutions has grown, a col-
laboration of mutually-trusting and mutually-
auditing certificate authorities has organised
itself to manage a Grid Policy Management
Authority2 (Grid PMA).

Following the ethos of Grid computing, other
authentication protocols can be used, for ex-
ample, Kerberos [31]. This requires credential
translation services and additional policy rules

1See www.globus.org/toolkit for more informa-
tion.

2www.gridpma.org

to be specified (the WS-Trust specification [34]
contains details on how to specify how differ-
ent credentials can be ‘trusted’). Regardless of
the type of credentials used, there is a common
theme — to provide entity authentication. In
the rest of this section, we discuss Grid PKI,
which requires that users and resources register
their public keys with a trusted CA to each ac-
quire an X.509 certificate — this is their long-
term credential.

A Grid user’s software client will typically
use the user’s certificate and corresponding
private key (pass-phrase protected) as part
of SSL/TLS [11] based mutual authentication
with another Grid entity, most likely a resource
provider or resource broker. If it is a resource
provider, then upon successful authentication,
the resource provider will create a temporary
local account for the user, which is controlled
according to the local security policy.

Since some computations are subject to
batch submission and/or are themselves very
long running, it is necessary for their users to
delegate some capability to Grid software to
act on their behalf when they are not present.
This capability also provides a single-sign-on
service, which is appealing for Grid usability.
The Globus architecture uses a system that
involves proxy certificates [47] to satisfy the
above requirement.

The user’s client generates an asymmetric
key pair and a certificate on-the-fly, with a (rel-
atively) short-lived lifetime appropriate to the
task at hand. The certificate is signed with the
user’s long-term private key, so its validation
path involves the user’s long-term certificate
as well as that certificate’s issuer — the short-
term certificate is a proxy for the user’s iden-
tity. The private key corresponding to this cer-
tificate can be kept online, in a location acces-
sible to the Grid software (and without pass-
phrase protection) so that when the Grid soft-
ware needs to undertake a task on the user’s
behalf, it can do so using the temporary key
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pair and proxy certificate for authentication —
decreasing the risk of compromising the user’s
long term credentials.

Of course, we expect that the user’s long-
term private key must be password protected
and stored in a secure place: this raises signifi-
cant challenges for useability [28]. The concept
of the proxy is that, because it is short-lived,
its private key can be less heavily protected.
Members of the Grid PMA have described con-
straints upon how users must store their pri-
vate keys (see, for example, the UK e-Science
Certificate Policy which specifies that private
keys must be protected using a pass-phrase of
at least fifteen characters [21]).

One possible solution to the problem of se-
cure usable storage for keys, and also to provid-
ing users with access to their keys whilst mo-
bile, is to store certificates in a central repos-
itory. This has been discouraged (or banned
outright) by the policies described above, be-
cause, although a well-designed repository re-
tains only encrypted keys, the store represents
too much of a valuable asset that is too much
of an attack target.

An acceptable compromise has been the use
of an online credential repository tool like
MyProxy [33] to hold medium-lifetime (say,
one month) proxy credentials, which are used,
in turn, to create and sign further proxy cre-
dentials which are short-lived (say, one day).
This is an example of a delegation chain, where
the user’s original credentials are being del-
egated, first to MyProxy, which then dele-
gates to any entity that can provide the cor-
rect authentication information and satisfies
the MyProxy security policy. MyProxy and
its protocols are constructed in such a way
that the private keys held by the tool never
need to be exported: credentials are delegated
to MyProxy so that MyProxy can also dele-
gate on behalf of a user, perhaps to one of the
user’s jobs that needs to request further Grid
resources.

The delegation of trust is an extremely im-
portant concept in Grid computing. What we
have discussed hitherto is that trust is built
upon successful entity authentication, i.e. cor-
roborating an identity, but this implicitly re-
quires trusting the Grid entities involved to
show due diligence to protect user credentials
and also not to abuse those credentials. As dis-
cussed later in Section 3, this situation may not
be acceptable to many potential Grid users.

2.2 climateprediction.net

The climateprediction.net project arose from
an observation by Allen [1] — surprising at the
time — that modern home PCs were equipped
with enough power to permit them to run a
credible climate model, previously the preserve
of supercomputers. Since climate models in-
volve a large number of underdetermined pa-
rameters, and assumptions about initial condi-
tiions, an accepted model for their use is to run
an ensemble of models, each employing a dif-
ferent mix of parameters and conditions, and
use these to form a Monte Carlo simulation
producing a probabalistic forecast of future cli-
mate.

The project has delivered such models to
hundreds of thousands of volunteers world-
wide, and is steadily processing the results re-
turned to make predictions [41]. Such a style
of working (lately using the BOINC [2] plat-
form) is of course just one corner of the broad
range of architectures coming under the head-
ing of ‘Grid computing’ — but for our present
purposes it has features in common with many
of the others, as we shall see.

Leaving aside any possible problems with
the scientific methodology or accuracy of the
executable model, the greatest threat to the
project was that it should finish with insuffi-
cient data to make useful forecasts [40]. To
this end, one of the greatest security priorities
was that participants should join in large num-
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bers, and be retained: there must be no taint of
compromise to participants’ privacy or the in-
tegrity of their machines. To encourage reten-
tion, we used web-based community tools and
visualization tools. We employed code signing
to give participants confidence that the pack-
age being installed was the one we intended,
and relied upon the good name of the research
organisations involved to assure participants
that this was indeed safe.

The converse problem — the question of
whether climate data returned to the centre
truly arose from a run of the model — is much
harder to tackle. We could have, of course, de-
ployed a signature key with the climate model,
and have it sign the results, but this would
have not been difficult to reverse engineer, and
sign bogus results also. To avoid creating an
‘arms race’ we used a simple (published but
non-standard) hash for this task.

Why would anyone be interested in return-
ing bogus results? Two motivations suggest
themselves:

1. Those who participate in volunteer
projects often like to vie with each other
for positions on a ‘leader board’ recording
how much CPU time they have donated:
by returning bogus data, it might be pos-
sible to rise up the leader board without
the tedium of actually running the climate
model.3

2. The topic of climate prediction is po-
litically sensitive. It is quite feasible
that some interested party — poten-
tially a very well-funded (perhaps covertly
funded) party — would have an interest
in adulterating the results, either to give

3In fact, the only significant ‘security incident’ to
date on the project was related to this: someone cre-
ated a trojan which installed the model on the PCs of
unsuspecting users, and recruited them to his ‘team’.
This was an eventuality our a priori security analysis
did not anticipate.

an alternative outcome, or perhaps more
likely, simply to cast significant doubt
upon the accuracy of the results.

A mitigation for the problem of bogus results
can be achieved by sending identical tasks to
different participants. This works well if there
are sufficient participants, and is essential in
a search task (like SETI@home, or a search
for prime numbers). For a simulation task, if
the threat is not too severe, the value gained
from performing more simulations (rather than
duplicating them) may outweigh the impact of
a few rogue results [29].

To date, we have not detected (using a sta-
tistical sample of genuine duplicates [23]), any
attempts to seed the project with bogus data.
Anyone doing so for political ends would pre-
sumably have announced the fact following the
publication of the first significant results [41].

We discuss similar concerns in different
projects and Grid architectures in Section 4
below.

3 Roads not travelled

Perhaps the largest class of examples in this
area comes from projects which have not em-
braced a Grid style of working. By the na-
ture of these, it is hard to report upon them:
not least because, if a concrete decision has
been made, it usually relates to security con-
cerns, which the parties concerned are not will-
ing to discuss. Nevertheless, we can use the
case studies above to identify the open secu-
rity issues that contribute to the lack of Grid
utilisation.

The climateprediction.net project antici-
pated that its sponsors — those who had pro-
vided software models or funding — would be
willing to participate in running its software
and so contribute to its success. In fact, organ-
isational policies prohibiting (perhaps wisely)
participation in volunteer computing efforts
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made this very difficult: although some in-
stances of the system specialized to in-house
work were successfully deployed, these inher-
ently lose many of the benefits of a simple
global pool of participants. This model of Grid
computing utilises resources that may not ac-
tually be owned by the participants (the users
who have downloaded the software to operate
on machines they do not ‘own’) whereas the
converse is true in the model of Grid comput-
ing described in the first case study — Globus-
based Grids. Here, the risk of running for-
eign, potentially malicious, code is controlled
by applying traditional and well-understood
(but not necessarily vulnerability-free) access
control mechanisms to the user’s temporary lo-
cal account at the resource.

So while a resource provider has at least
some means of protecting their assets, what
of the Grid user and their data? In a number
of engineering contexts, the benefit has been
recognised by using a Grid-style solution to
achieve rapid large-scale modelling by recruit-
ing resources across a number of collaborating
organisations: but realistic deployments have
often not taken place due to security concerns.
If Grid computing is to be used, then it will be
used to process large amounts of data with po-
tentially high intellectual property value, and
sending this ‘outside the firewall’ is simply a
step too far.

Likewise, many other domains — financial
sector, multimedia (rendering animated im-
ages, for example), medical applications —
have seen huge potential for distributing cal-
culations, but similar concerns exist. Medi-
cal applications have particularly strong addi-
tional legal requirements: any data that con-
tains personal identifiable information must be
anonymised. Moreover, after data has been
used, it must be reliably deleted so that it is
not in danger of being retained or correlated
with other data without authorisation.

Consider also biomedical applications, such

as simulations for drug discovery. In a fiercely
competitive industry, where even queries upon
public databases must be buried in large quan-
tities of noise (unwanted queries to hide the
presence of the important one), the resistance
to using Grid computing is understandably
very great. Whereas the risk profile associated
with containing those calculations within a sin-
gle data centre is well-understood, the conse-
quences of sending certain data to less highly-
assured systems (still less, systems outside the
organisation) are simply judged too dangerous
to be worthwhile.

This touches on another point, that is, the
trust that is placed in Grid services such as
database queries. While Grid computing can
be used to leverage computation time, its other
use is for the federation of data provided by
different, often disparate, information services
[48]. The threat of falsifying results in the cli-
matepredication.net Grid, discussed in section
2.2, also apply here, but the techniques needed
to trust and gain confidence in returned re-
sults will be different in Globus-based Grids.
In the case of the latter, a user will have no con-
trol over the implementation of the service it
is using, other than to negotiate Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) [10] which only provide an
administrative control.

4 Unifying Themes

We have seen that many of the functional se-
curity requirements of the scenarios above are
met by the Grid technologies available. Such
an analysis could have considered in more de-
tail the protocols enabling message level and
transport level encryption, the construction of
security tokens, policy expressions and other
technologies for achieving authorization deci-
sions and enforcement. These certainly pro-
vide the means to describe and enforce ‘hy-
genic’ separation and sharing, according to pol-
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icy, among Grid users.
However, the assumption that systems and

their administrators are benign was long ago
nullified. For example, it has not been consid-
ered wise for users to set up connections be-
tween separate security domains which do not
require authentication upon use, since by doing
so one would also give access to the one domain
by the administrators of the other. This prob-
lem looms very large in a Grid of many, many
interconnected domains.

Some unifying themes, then, are:

• A Grid is, by necessity, a large and elabo-
rate structure, with many administrators
who will be motivated by a variety of dif-
ferent interests. Present models of Grid
architecture and security do not expose
explicitly who is being trusted to do what:
these implicit trust relationships are often
insufficient.

Resource brokers are entities that act on
behalf of the user (using delegated cre-
dentials) to discover and use services that
match user requirements. Whilst resource
brokers are necessary to evolve the usabil-
ity and potential of Grid computing, they
are a powerful position to compromise the
users that they are meant to serve.

Resource brokers rely on service reg-
istries/directories to which both brokers
and service providers subscribe to. Bro-
kers will trust that registries are up-to-
date and contain accurate information. In
turn registries trust that service providers
accurately describe service details, such as
security policy.

Just as the World Wide Web has
evolved, from a simple information shar-
ing medium where each site was broadly
trustworthy on its own terms, into a home
of many competing concerns and not a lit-
tle fraud, we may expect a Grid to do the

same.

• There has been much emphasis so far on
authentication of users, with substantial
more recent interest in distributed au-
thorization regimes and policy combining,
necessary to support different credential
types [36, 44]. It is commonplace for these
to use an X.509 host certificate to authen-
ticate themselves to users and other ser-
vices, but the protocols surrounding the
establishment of such identity are far from
well-suited to dynamic provisioning of ca-
pacity — even though this is somehow
inevitable in a production Grid environ-
ment. To improve the current architec-
ture, Basney et al. [5] propose a trust ne-
gotiation stage during SLA negotiation,
where both parties present a set of CAs
that they trust, and X.509 based authen-
tication is successful if there is at least one
CA in the intersection of the two sets.

The protocols involved in X.509-based au-
thentication imply a symmetric trust rela-
tionship, that is, if either the user or the
Grid entity is not satisfied then the Grid
transaction will not proceed. However, as
noted in Section 3, a trust asymmetry ex-
ists with the authentication of systems,
and the software running on them, which
have received far less attention.

• The middleware supporting Grid work is
necessarily ‘fat’ and hard to assure. It is
inevitable that it will contain numerous
points of vulnerability. By its networked
and distributed nature it offers a natu-
ral large surface to any would-be attacker:
whether their motivation is the subversion
of the resources of the Grid, the theft of
the data and software being used, or an
attack upon the integrity of calculations.

For example, we are aware of a (so far un-
published) piece of analysis which demon-
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strated significant vulnerabilities in the
BOINC software platform — which would
have permitted an attacker to run ar-
bitrary code on the PCs of any nom-
inated subset of BOINC (equivalently,
SETI@home) participants.4

• The issue of complex middleware is exac-
erbated as more features are added, which
in themselves may introduce more security
vulnerabilities. For example, currently,
any jobs running as part of a user-designed
workflow are loosely coupled, so they are
independent of one another. The Message
Passing Interface (MPI) library for paral-
lel programming has been adapted for the
Grid environment, to enable closely cou-
pled jobs that can communicate with each
other while running [13, 22] — the poten-
tial for malicious jobs to send confidential
data becomes even greater. The fact that
Grid computing has moved towards Web
Services, a technology which is sometimes
promoted as unhindered by firewalls, does
little to allay fears of unauthorised misuse.

• A ‘genuine’ Grid architecture would make
the choice of underlying systems quite
transparent: the data and computations
should be agnostic about their selection;
the resources entirely commoditised. If
those systems are differentiated — by, for
example, the kind of security offered, or
the trustworthiness of their administrators
— this abstraction fails.

• Few, if any, Grid security threats have
materialized so far. We have observed

4The vulnerablities had been present but apparently
undetected for quite some time: they were quite visi-
ble in the freely-available source code for BOINC. This
is an interesting counterexample to the ‘many eyes’ se-
curity argument for open source software, not least be-
cause the SETI@home participants are among the most
technically savvy computer users on the planet. The
crucial vulnerabilities have now been patched.

a little ‘noise’ around the edge of public
participation Grid style activities — but
these are relatively large, high-profile ac-
tivities. The large-scale managed produc-
tion Grids have seen very few security in-
cidents (but some very evident vulnera-
bilities). However, it is the vulnerabilities
that determine commercial confidence in
using multi-domain Grids.

• The compute nodes of a Grid architec-
ture embody an inherent mutual contract:
there is an expectation that they will
accurately perform the computations re-
quested (or flag an error if this is not possi-
ble), and in return there is an expectation
that they jobs sent to them will not dam-
age or compromise them. This is a clas-
sic duality in distributed security: that of
trusted code on an untrusted host (from
one perspective) and untrusted code on a
trusted host (from another).

We have observed that for many applica-
tions, existing security issues mean that de-
ployment is not feasible at present: a con-
sequent natural question is to ask where we
should invest effort in research and develop-
ment for the greatest benefit. The rest of this
paper explores a promising possible direction.

5 Trustworthy components

The fundamental requirement revealed is the
need to establish trust that provides assurances
to the Grid user. The ability to trust that Grid
services are correct invocations of their service
descriptions is a goal of the work on prove-
nance [20, 32]. Here, an instrumentation and
monitoring architecture is used to enable a user
to trace how a particular result has been de-
rived. Thus, information such as the workflow
of service providers used, parameters, decisions
are recorded to create an audit trail that is
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non-repudiable. It is this the ability to create
this audit trail that builds a user’s confidence
and trust in a Grid service, and often provides
input into reputation models [35, 37]. While
essential in their own right, even provenance
systems rely on trusting key entities to oper-
ate correctly.

The requirements that can be derived from
the discussion above are reminiscent of sev-
eral of the design goals of the technologies of
Trusted Computing5 [30]. These amount to an
initiative from hardware and software vendors
to adapt the commodity PC architecture to fa-
cilitate new security primitives that make use
of a hardware root-of-trust called the Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) [45] — a tamper-
resistent chip that is integrated into a device’s
motherboard. The features of Trusted Com-
puting include:

• A strong means for the system to measure
its own integrity at start-up, and in conse-
quence, a means to achieve a strong guar-
antee of integrity for any (combination of)
software component(s);

• One or more cryptographically strong
identities — capable of attesting that soft-
ware integrity to a third party;

• Support for the secure storage of a hierar-
chy of keys, intimately bound to the plat-
form.

The TPM contains a set of Platform Con-
figuration Registers (PCRs) to store securely
a representation of the host platform’s boot
process. This consists of a series of platform
‘integrity measurements’, essentially the hash
digest of some software component on the plat-
form. A trusted platform with a TPM can un-
dergo an authenticated boot process — at each
stage of the boot process a measurement is

5See also www.trustedcomputinggroup.org for the
home of the Trusted Computing Group.

taken of the components required for the sub-
sequent stage, before control is passed to those
measured components [18] (see Figure 2).

The platform can attest to its configuration
by presenting the platform measurements, dig-
itally signed by the TPM, to a requesting prin-
cipal. The ‘trust’ in Trusted Computing is the
assertion that a platform is in a specific config-
uration. Whether this configuration is one that
is ‘trustworthy’ for Grid computing is an issue
we address later. To avoid confusion, we will
state that a platform will meet ‘conformed be-
haviour’ instead of ‘trusted’ as used in Trusted
Computing parlance.

Perhaps most critically, platform measure-
ments can be used to ‘seal’ data: encrypted so
that it can be accessed only be a platform in
a particular state — running a particular soft-
ware stack and application.

A related technology for creating trusted
platforms is virtualisation — providing the
ability to run multiple ‘virtual machines’ on
one physical platform, managed by a ‘hyper-
visor’ or Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM),
as shown in Figure 3. While the benefits of
virtualisation for Grid computing has already
been commented upon [24], they also offer sev-
eral security properties, e.g. process isolation,
which are seen as complementary to Trusted
Computing. An example of the union of the
two technologies is Intel’s LaGrande virtualisa-
tion technology [18], providing hardware sup-
port to create secure (and measurable) com-
partments for virtual machines to operate in.

6 Trusted Grids

Proposals that use Trusted Computing for
Grid computing are rare, probably because the
potential has not yet been fully realised (a sit-
uation that this article is meant to help rec-
tify). Mao, Martin, et al. [26] discuss several
possibilities such as using a TPM to store user
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Figure 2: An example of an authenticated boot process.

credentials, or enforce VO policy as part of a
distributed firewall. In this section, we outline
state of the art that has been proposed since.

Cooper and Martin [8] propose a small, sim-
ple security manager component that contains
and controls the VMM, and Grid services and
user jobs are executed in their own VMs, whose
isolation is guaranteed by the VMM. The prin-
ciple is that by keeping the security manager
component small, then it will be easier to gain
high assurance of its security properties, in
this case, by remote attestation. Instead of

Figure 3: A virtualisation setup.

delegating credentials to a Grid job (which in
this architecture is contained in a VM), the
credentials are delegated to the attested secu-
rity manager to control and protect. The cre-
dentials are used to verify the integrity of a
user job, retrieve job data from a storage el-
ement, verify job data integrity (if required).
Data confidentiality can also be achieved: if
the security manager can attest to a platform
configuration that is satisfactory to the stor-
age element (possibly according to user pol-
icy), then both entities perform secure key ex-
change/establishment of a symmetric key that
the storage element uses to encrypt the job
data.

Löhr et al. [25] also propose that Grid jobs
run in VM compartments, and that the vir-
tualisation layer is attested to when searching
for service providers. In addition, they propose
that each service provider publish an attesta-
tion token, which contains the public key of
a non-migratable private key held within the
TPM of the worker node being advertised, and
the PCR measurements of the platform config-
uration that the private key is ‘sealed’ to. Also
included are the TPM’s signature on the token,
to prove that it was produced by an authentic
TPM, and the corresponding public key to ver-
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ify the signature6.
Grid users compile a set of attestation to-

kens and select one that represents a config-
uration that they are willing to trust. Since
this decision can be made offline, the overhead
is negligible. Moreover, direct invocation of
the TPM is unnecessary, which is appealing
because TPM commands cannot generally be
processed in parallel and the TPM could oth-
erwise become a bottleneck.

Once a service provider (or more specifically,
an advertised TPM-enabled worker node) has
been selected, the user encrypts a session key
using the provider’s public key, retrieved from
its attestation token. Therefore, only the
provider in the attested configuration (and be-
lieved to be ‘trustworthy’ by the user) can ac-
cess the session key. This implicitly provides
freshness, because if the platform’s state has
been changed since its attestation token was
produced, then the token is no longer fresh and
cannot be used.

Both the solutions mentioned above require
the full TC architecture to operate correctly.
In the interim, the requirement of proxy del-
egation — and an element of something more
sophisticated, a relocatable key to allow con-
trolled group sharing of encrypted content —
has motivated the Daonity project [27], also
reported by Chen et al. elsewhere in this tech-
nical report. The Daonity system implements
the credential migration capability of TPMs,
allowing a VO group key to be securely trans-
ported to VO members that can attest to the
state of their TPM-enabled platforms7.

The mechanisms of Daonity may be devel-
oped further to offer ‘Digital Rights Manage-
ment’ (DRM) for Grid data. DRM has tended

6A supporting infrastructure required to verify TPM
signatures is typically assumed. More information can
be found in [46].

7The Daonity system operates with Globus
Toolkit 4, is open source and is available at
www.hpl.hp.com/personal/Wenbo Mao/daonity

to be associated with media companies wish-
ing to protect music and movies against un-
wanted copying, but the same ideas apply nat-
urally to the data and software being processed
in a Grid context [9]: we would find it desir-
able to place policy-based access controls on
those data, regardless of the Grid node and do-
main in which they find themselves. The tech-
nologies of Trusted Computing can enable this,
by releasing data and keys only to suitably-
attested platforms.

Finally, we mention two implemented sys-
tems that make use of TC capabilities where
available — the Secure Audit Web Service
(SAWS) [50] and the Secure Hardware En-
hanced MyProxy (SHEMP) [28]. SAWS was
originally implemented to provide a secure au-
diting function for the PERMIS authorisation
framework [7], but has since been extended
into a web service where the SAWS server ide-
ally runs on a TPM-enabled platform. The
TPM is used to store audit record sequence
numbers, and private decryption and signing
keys (of asymmetric key pairs).

The SHEMP project, reported by March-
esini and Smith [28], employs a trusted plat-
form to strengthen the MyProxy tool described
in Section 2, applying the idea of MyProxy to
a more generalised setting outside of Grid com-
puting. They outline the ideas behind key us-
age policies which users can specify when up-
loading their credentials to credential reposi-
tories, for example, creating a rule that proxy
credentials can only be created for a TPM-
enabled platform.

7 Next steps

Attestation, as currently specified, provides a
binary result which may not be feasible in full
generality — this has been identified by several
authors. Yoshihama et al. [51] propose a web
service architecture to support and interpret
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attestation measurements (which may or may
not be due to TC). An alternative approach
is taken by Shi et al. [39] who propose the
Binding Instructions aNd Data (BIND) sys-
tem, which is designed for fine-grained remote
attestation of selected code that is important
to the verifier. Finally, we mention the work by
Sadeghi and Stüble [38] and Haldar, Chandra
and Franz [19] who argue that basing attesta-
tion on the ‘properties’ or semantics of a sys-
tem is more intuitive than looking at specific
hardware and software configurations.

A concern that has been echoed by Löhr et
al. [25] and others is an issue common to au-
thentication and access control mechanisms —
the high assurance that attestation provides is
up to the point in time that attestation oc-
curs, with no guarantees about what happens
after attestation. Mao et al. [26] suggest per-
forming remote attestation both before and af-
ter process execution to detect if a system has
changed, but perhaps there may be other, pre-
ventative methods.

Haldar et al. [19] also propose extending
platform integrity measuring to virtual ma-
chines. The inclusion of virtualisation in this
collection of capabilities is crucial: modern
software stacks are sufficiently complex that
we cannot hope to attest every aspect of their
code, still less their configuration, in a chang-
ing environment. The code required for a par-
ticular task, or Grid computation, however, is
sufficiently simple that we can conceive of be-
ing able to construct a purpose-built virtual
machine for the particular job, and verify when
it is launched that it has not been tampered
with. In such a situation, the VMM becomes
highly trusted, and we must therefore make it
as simple as possible, to reduce its vulnerability
potential. In consequence, a Grid architecture
to make full use of such capabilities requires
significant redesign from existing solutions.

To these three major areas of work —
strengthened central services, DRM, strongly

isolated and attested execution environments
— we may add many more mixed modes and
intermediate steps in developing trusted Grid
components. Simple identity management for
hosts and Grid software (BOINC, Condor,
etc.) will be valuable in its own right — work
in peer-to-peer networks may be relevant here
(for example, see [3]). Also useful will be the
ability to use virtualisation to isolate the one
piece of functionality from another — so that
a BOINC virtual machine may be distributed
to volunteer participants and entirely isolate
them from the task they are participating in,
and also isolate that task entirely from the
desktop user’s work.

8 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that there are some
substantial security properties missing from
current Grid technologies, and shown how
these can be an impediment to the take-up of
such ideas. The powerful abstraction of the
Grid idea — that users may not know where
their data is stored, nor where their computa-
tion has been run — is at once a great strength
but also a very significant security challenge.
The resource owners’ dual problem — wanting
to offer a service, but not to be harmed by the
users’ choice of software and data — is also of
interest, but better addressed by existing tech-
nologies.

The paper has attempted to summarise some
of the trust and security requirements which
emerge from known examples, and to point to-
wards ways in which trusted computing tech-
nologies are beginning to address those require-
ments. There is a clear danger that in adopt-
ing new technologies we shall simply move the
problem, since, for example, keys still need to
be employed for signing: the attacker’s task
changes from needing to extract the key to
trying to persuade the tool to sign something
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when it should not.
Nevertheless, insofar as Trusted Computing

appears poised to make a substantial contri-
bution to improved security in a variety of
internet-based scenarios, it seems that new
technologies — if they are employed wisely —
have much potential to extend and expand the
model of grid and utility computing. The im-
provements come not merely from improved se-
curity but, as a result, by facilitating architec-
tures and modes of working which have simply
not been possible in the past.
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